Questions regarding KPCCI Planning RFA FY20
1.

When is the pre-application webinar scheduled on 5/21/19?
Answer-The pre-application webinar will be held from 9:00 a.m.- 10:00 a.m., Tuesday May 21, 2020. Please
follow the link below to attend. KPCCI Pre-Application Planning Grantees, Tue, May 21, 2019 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM
CDT. Please join my meeting from your computer, tablet or smartphone.
https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/855576981 You can also dial in using your phone.
United States: +1 (646) 749-3112 Access Code: 855-576-981

2. Our systems do not allow for fill-in-the-blank on PDF files. Will it disqualify a candidate if they use a
different application format for response like MS Word or using the existing PDF with handwritten
information?
Answer- A Word document or handwritten pdf is acceptable if legible, however please submit the
application along with its required documents in pdf format.
3. Some budgeting items will be unknown, undefined and unanticipated in reviewing the application
request and budget format. For example, a candidate will know that an amount of supplies will be
needed for the planning process however not be fully defined. Does it disqualify a candidate if they
include general line items for supplies for $500.00?
Answer- We fully understand that some of the amounts are approximations.
4. As budgeting is a fluid process based on a 12M time frame will candidates be able to manage their
budgets as sum total of the award meaning there is flexibility across line items or are the line items
inflexible regardless?
Answer- We will work with you on budgeting line items throughout the grant phase should an award be
made.
5. We anticipate our community collaborative will encompass approximately 15-20 leaders in our
community. Is it allowable for a candidate organization to send 2-3 individuals from the total group to
the training events utilizing a train-the-trainer strategy versus sending all members of the collaborative?
Answer- We recommend when possible to send more than one member to trainings and events. This
helps to share information learned throughout the coalition.
6. Are current Partnership for Success grantees eligible to apply for this grant?
Answer- These funds are allocated for those in the planning phase of the strategic prevention
framework. PFS grantees have previously completed this phase and therefore are not eligible to apply.
7. If awarded, can we target other priorities such as opioids, trauma informed care, etc.?
Answer- The Federal Substance Abuse Block Grant funds are specific to addressing primary prevention
related to reducing underage drinking and/or youth marijuana use; and other behavioral health topics
(risk and protective factors) may be incorporated in addition to one of the primary targets.

